Folks,

@Wojtek: Please find attached the list of mails which I received during 
the last days.
Mails with no date shown are from today (14th jan. 2010). The marked 
pair of mails is the mail sent by me and the version distributed by the 
mail daemon. Ususally this takes a couple of minutes, although it may be 
different if your mail provider delays the delivery.
Until now I have not experienced the loss of any mails I sent to this 
list. What mail client do you use?  For me this used to be MS-Outlook 
2007 (german), now it's SeaMonkey 1.1.18 (german).

@Chris: Whenever I have a choice I prefer I store screen shots as a PNG 
file instead of JPEG, because they look better if you have to zoom in 
for reading (it's a lossless format). JPEG is overkill for a screenshot 
which contains two different colors (background and text), but has it 
advantages whenever pictures of real world objects are involved.

regards
gunnar


Chris Burrows schrieb:
>> -----Original Message-----
>> From: BlackBox [mailto:BLACKBOX@LISTS.OBERON.CH] On Behalf Of 
>> Wojtek Skulski
>> Sent: Thursday, 14 January 2010 11:43 AM
>> To: BLACKBOX@LISTS.OBERON.CH
>> Subject: [BLACKBOX] Test of the BLACKBOX list
>>
>> Chris, did you receive my most recent message about the DLL 
>> compatibility mode?
>>     
>
> I've attached a screenshot of the messages I've received over the last
> couple of days.
>
>   
>> I would expect to always receive the confirmation message. Or 
>> perhaps never receive one. But I sometimes do, sometimes I do 
>> not. I cannot see any pattern in the confirmation messages. It 
>> makes me think that the listserver is broken.
>>
>>     
>
> I've experienced intermittent problems with it in the past. In an attempt to
> overcome the problems I subscribed again with different email addresses a
> couple of times and now get three copies of every message ;-) Three are
> better than none I suppose ...
>
> Cheers,
> Chris
>
> Chris Burrows
> CFB Software
> http://www.cfbsoftware.com
>
>
> ----
> To unsubscribe, send a message with body "SIGNOFF BLACKBOX" to LISTSERV@LISTS.OBERON.CH
>   
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
>
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